Worksheet 7. Analogies

Complete the analogies with words from the word pool.

a. dot
b. forest
(c. hip
d. length
e. pair
f. second
g. narrow
h. wood

1. A flower grows in a garden like bamboo grows in a ______.
2. An artist works with paint like a carpenter works with ________.
3. At the top of your arm you have your shoulder, just like at the top of your leg you have your ________.
4. An oval shape is like an egg, and a round shape is like a _________.
5. The opposite of long is short, and the opposite of wide is ________.
6. One of something is a single, and two of something is a _________.
7. One in a series is the first, and two in a series is the _________.
8. The newborn baby is eight and a half pounds in weight and 19 inches in _________.
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